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SHORT COMMUNICATION
Importance of interaction frequency in analysis of ant-plant networks
in tropical environments
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Abstract: Several studies have shown that qualitative (binary) ant-plant networks are highly nested in tropical
environments, in which specialist species (with fewer interactions) are connected with generalists (with the most
interactions) in cohesive subgroups. Interactions occur in both qualitative and quantitative networks, however,
how their frequency may structure the nestedness in ecological networks involving these organisms is, we believe,
unknown. Based on this perspective, we used nestedness analysis to address the effect of interaction frequency on antplant networks (n = 14 networks). Unlike binary networks, quantitative networks are often significantly non-nested.
In addition, species with a higher interaction frequency have a higher number of links, indicating that these species
are possibly more abundant and/or competitive. Moreover, different biological parameters can change the nature of
ant-plant interactions, as a plant can be a good resource for one ant and a ‘bad’ resource for another. Thus, this suggests
a new perspective for the study of interaction networks in the tropics, since species with lower interaction frequency
are not necessarily subsets of species with higher frequency, and consequently generate the non-nested pattern in
quantitative networks.
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Recent studies have focused on ecological networks
and found a highly nested pattern for different systems
and habitats (Bascompte et al. 2003). In a nested
network, specialist species (with fewer interactions) are
connected with generalists (with the most interactions)
in cohesive subgroups (Bascompte et al. 2003). Metrics
based on binary (or qualitative) matrices have been
developed to describe such nested patterns (Ulrich et al.
2009). In these matrices, all interactions are ecologically
equivalent, and individual differences of interactions are
not taken into account (Almeida-Neto & Ulrich 2011).
However, in the natural environment, free-living species
interact quantitatively generating a complex system of
interactions, which allows the study of species preferences
(Blüthgen 2010), and some authors have criticized
nestedness analysis in binary matrices (Almeida-Neto &
Ulrich 2011).
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Ant-plant associations are a useful system to study
questions of the importance of interaction frequency in
interaction networks, because ant-plant interactions are
relatively easy to quantify and are extremely common
in most terrestrial environments (Rico-Gray & Oliveira
2007). Perhaps the most well-documented association
between ants and plants in the tropics are those with
extrafloral nectaries (EFN-bearing plants) (Rico-Gray &
Oliveira 2007). In these associations, common in more
than 100 plant families, the nectar is a liquid rich
in carbohydrates (Rico-Gray & Oliveira 2007) which
attracts ants. In exchange for this food, ants defend
plants against natural enemies (Rico-Gray & Oliveira
2007). Recent studies focusing on the structure of
binary networks involving ants and EFN-bearing plants
have shown that these networks are highly nested
(Chamberlain et al. 2010, Dáttilo et al. 2013a). However,
it is not known how the frequency of these associations
may structure the ecological networks involving these
organisms.
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Here we postulate that due to differences in the
availability and quality of nectar, the strength of the
interaction between ants and plants may change due
to the physiological requirements of ants, including
their foraging ability. We hypothesized that if there
are nectar-composition preferences and competition for
best resources among ant species (Blüthgen & Fiedler
2004), species with high interaction frequency do
not necessarily have more links (binary links), or the
interaction distribution among partners may not be
equitable (different interaction patterns). So, the species’
position in the nestedness ranking may be different
when compared with binary matrices, in which links
of specialists are not necessarily subsets of links of
generalists. Specifically, we addressed the following
question: Does the nested pattern in ant-plant networks
differ between binary or quantitative data? To try to
answer this question, we performed nestedness analysis
in ant-plant networks from different ecosystems around
the world and compared two different nestedness metrics
(qualitative and quantitative).
We used quantitative ant-plant networks from the
literature along with our extensive database from different
tropical ecosystems. The 14 networks used belong to
six distinct ecosystems (Table 1). Our ant-plant networks
were collected in Amazon tropical rainforest (plot: 250 ×
25 m) (9º48 S, 58º15 W, Brazil), Neotropical savanna
(two transects: 1 km × 5 m) (18º58 S, 48º17 W, Brazil)
and dry tropical lowland coastal vegetation (six transects:
1 km × 5 m) (19º6 N, 96º22 W, Mexico) (unpubl. data).
We recorded all occurrences of ants collecting liquids on
EFN of each plant.
Using ANINHADO we calculated the NODF metric to
estimate nestedness value for binary networks (AlmeidaNeto et al. 2008). To assess if the observed nestedness
value was higher than expected by random interaction
patterns, we tested nestedness using Null Model II
(Bascompte et al. 2003). For quantitative networks
we used a recent metric for nestedness analysis based
on quantitative matrices called WNODF (Weighted
Nestedness Metric Based on Overlap and Decreasing
Fill), and tested the WNODF significance using the
Null Model RC (Almeida-Neto & Ulrich 2011). Both
nestedness metrics vary from zero (no nestedness) to 100
(perfect nestedness). Note that while the NODF metric
independently computes the sequence of decreasing
marginal totals and the overlap of pairs, the WNODF
metric considers the same NODF principles, but weighted
by abundance ranking (Almeida-Neto & Ulrich 2011).
To compare the frequency of occurrence of significantly
nested networks in binary and quantitative matrices, we
used maximum likelihood χ 2 tests (G tests). A Wilcoxon
signed rank test was used to evaluate the difference of
nestedness value between the two matrices since our
results did not have a normal distribution. Finally, in order
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Table 1. Network properties of 14 ant-plant networks studied. P and A, number of plant and ant species, respectively; C, network connectance (Ib /PA); Lpa, Mean number of links per species; Ib ,
number of interactions (binary data); Iq , number of interactions (quantitative data); NNODF , nestedness value observed using NODF metric; NWNODF , nestedness value observed using WNODF metric.
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to evaluate whether the number of ant and plant species is
proportional to their interaction frequency, we compared
the number of links and the frequency of interactions
divided by the number of links, using a Spearman rank
correlation. This approach was used because the number
of links and frequency of species interactions were not
independent and could be affected by sampling effects, in
which more links imply higher frequency of interactions
when more plants are sampled.
The ant-plant networks studied (Table 1) exhibited
different nested patterns when analysed using binary or
quantitative matrices (g = 14.6, df = 1, P < 0.001).
Binary networks were often significantly nested (93% of
the networks) whereas most quantitative networks were
non-nested (only 21% of the networks were nested). Only
two networks (14%) were significantly nested in both
binary and qualitative matrices (Amazon,Venezuela,
and dry lowland, Mexico). Moreover, binary matrices
were more nested (NODFobs : 46.3 ± 12.3, mean ±
SD) than quantitative matrices (WNODFobs : 20.4 ±
10.7) (Wilcoxon signed rank test: z = 3.29, P <
0.001) (Table 1). Also, we observed that in all ant-plant
networks the number of links was positively correlated
with frequency of species interactions (Spearman rank
correlation: Ants: rs = 0.52 ± 0.11; Plants: rs = 0.49 ±
0.09, all P < 0.05).
As hypothesized, the nested pattern found in ant-plant
networks was different when analysed using binary or
quantitative data. Unlike binary networks, quantitative
networks were often significantly non-nested. These
findings suggest that the ecological interpretation of
such ant-plant networks can be remarkably different
when we evaluate the type of network (qualitative or
quantitative). For binary ant-plant networks, we know
that relative species abundance is one of the best predictors
to explain the origin of the nested pattern (Chamberlain
et al. 2010). Such is the case because species tend to
find individuals of other abundant species more often
than individuals of rare species (Krishna et al. 2008). If
ant-plant interactions depend only on ant abundance, it
implies no actual competition for the resource, mainly
because the individual differences of ants and plants
are not taken into account, and therefore all species
are ecologically equivalent. However, different biological
parameters can change the patterns in which ants and
EFN-bearing plants interact in a natural environment
and affect the frequency of ants’ presence on such plants.
For instance, competition, abundance and quality of
resources, seasonality of nectar production, nutritional
status and dispersal ability of the colony, and other biotic
and abiotic factors (Blüthgen & Fiedler 2004, Dáttilo et al.
2013a).
Most ant species are central place foragers, making
foraging trips to food resources but consistently returning
to their colony (Yamamoto & Del-Claro 2008); as a
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consequence, competition has been identified as an
important factor in the structure of ant communities
(Blüthgen & Fiedler 2004). In ant-plant interactions,
some ant species can monopolize a particular EFNplant over a long period of time and exhibit a
massive recruitment of workers (Blüthgen & Fiedler
2004). Moreover, due to differences in physiological
and ontogenetic conditions of each ant species, one
plant species can be a good resource (better quality and
amount of nectar) for an ant species and a ‘bad’ resource
for another. Species with lower interaction frequency
are not necessarily subsets of species with higher
frequency, which generates the non-nested pattern in
quantitative networks. Such ‘deviating’ species are called
idiosyncratic species because they show different patterns
of interactions from a perfectly nested pattern (AlmeidaNeto & Ulrich 2011). Therefore, we show that antplant networks are a much more complex system than
previously known in the literature based only on binary
data.
Several authors have studied the coevolutionary
dynamics in ecological networks (Guimarães et al. 2011).
The focus of these studies was mainly in the core of
highly generalist species, where the interaction strength
among interacting partners is symmetrical, with the
potential to drive the coevolution of the whole network
(Guimarães et al. 2011). We suggest that nestedness
analyses using quantitative data could increase the
strength of coevolutionary processes involving antplant networks, since the interdependence among
species based on interaction frequency is taken into
account. However, we did not find the robust core of
generalist species in quantitative networks, probably
due to the random organization of this community.
Furthermore, we observed that species with higher
interaction frequency exhibited a higher number of
links and that some specific ant-plant interactions were
more frequent. We hypothesized that this result is not
simply a sampling effect, mainly because these highly
interactive species are ant species that have behavioural
and ecophysiological adaptations to use liquid food and
are possibly competitively superior ant species (massive
recruitment and/or aggressive behaviour) (Dáttilo et al.
2013b). Therefore, if such interactions are positive and
stable over space and evolutionary time, we should find
convergence and complementarity of traits on both sides
of the ant-plant interaction (Dáttilo et al. 2013a).
In conclusion, we show that the interaction frequency
between ants and plants is an important characteristic to
biologically describe the complex networks among these
organisms in the tropics. Our results contribute to our
understanding of network topology of free-living species.
However, it still remains uncertain how these quantitative
ecological networks are stable over space and time. In
summary, our results show a new perspective of biological
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processes for the study of ecological networks taking into
consideration the interaction frequency.
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